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•! 15h30: Alain Sacuto, Université Denis Diderot 
Température critique et appariement dans les oxydes de 
cuivre supraconducteurs  

•! 16h45: Jérôme Lesueur, ESPCI  
    Une mesure directe des fluctuations supraconductrices 

dans la phase sous dopée des cuprates. 

Cours: Phénoménologie de la phase 
supraconductrice des cuprates 



Cuprates: “Generic” phase diagram 

Electron doping Hole doping LSCO 
NCCO 



From underdoped to overdoped 

•! Some key properties of the SC phase are 
generic for all doping regimes 

•!However, some important differences also 
stand out between the underdoped and 
overdoped side 

•!! The unusual aspects of the underdoped 
normal state are not entirely wiped out by 
SC order (~ contrary to earlier belief)  



1. d-wave symmetry of the  
SC  parameter 

•! Singlet-pairing: suppression of Knight-shift below 
Tc 

•! Existence of pairs of charge 2e: Early flux 
quantization experiments !0=hc/2e 

•! On-site (local) s-wave pairing is expected to be 
suppressed by strong Coulomb repulsion 

•! Indeed, the on-site U will contribute a Hartree/BCS like 
term to the energy: 

•! ! Need to make this term vanish for SC to be favorable 

•! "(k) must change sign in the BZ 



`Extended’ s-wave or d-wave ? 

has symmetry C4 of the square lattice (tetragonal symmetry assumed here) 

breaks symmetry of the square lattice 

" ``x2-y2’’ gap 

" ``xy’’ gap 

A1g for "0=0 

B1g 
B2g 



From: Tsuei and Kirtley, Rev Mod Phys 72, 969 (2000)  



d-wave implies lines of zero-gap and gapless 
quasiparticle excitations  at ``nodal’’ k-points 

- see below - 

! 

Linear density of states for nodal QP excitations 

!! Response functions/ thermodynamic measurements  
Display power-law behavior, which is however characteristic   
of nodal points on the FS, NOT of precise symmetry of the gap  

Dirac 
cone 



Example : 
NMR 1/T1 

(cf. H.Alloul’s seminar) 

1/T1 ~ T3 

Early STM spectra: 
Nodeless s-wave vs. d-wave fits  
(cf. C.Berthod’s seminar) 



ARPES: 
magnitude,  

not sign 
[phase] 



Phase-sensitive experiments: 
direct test of symmetry  

Reviews: Tsuei and Kirtley, rev Mod Phys (2000) 
Kirtley and Tafuri, Handbook of hi-Tc (Springer, 2007) 
D. Van Harlingen Rev Mod Phys 67, 515 (1995) 

Observation of # flux quantum at tricrystal ``$-junctions’’ (with odd number 
of sign changes of Ic)  

Effect predicted by Bulaevski (1977),  
Geshkenbein and Larkin, 1996; Sigrist and Rice 1992  



Superfluid density and stiffness 

London penetration depth for field perpendicular to layers: 

Measurement by muon spin-rotation.  
Uemura’s empirical relation: 

At small doping level, Tc/t ~ x, hence small superfluid density proportional  
to the number of doped holes 

Remember Drude weight in the normal state, also ~x 
In SC state, optical conductivity has a %-function peak at &=0, with weight  
proportional to x.  



This implies a small superfluid stiffness… 
[cf. Emery and Kivelson, Nature 1995] 

Energy cost of a phase twist: 

Hence:  

The proximity of the Mott insulator suppresses the superfluid  
density and the superfluid stiffness,  

both proportional to the number of doped holes 
[in agreement with Brinkman-Rice/slave boson/RVB picture] 

! Important to set Tc in UD regime 



Low-energy excitations in the SC state: 
nodal quasiparticles 

•! Single-particle excitations in the SC state 
are: 

•! 1) Pair-breaking (Bogoliubov) 
quasiparticles excitations away from the 
nodal points 

•! 2) Gapless excitations at the nodal points 
(which control low-temperature/low energy 
response functions) 



Bogoliubov quasiparticles at the antinodes 
do exist but are fragile 

Remember: ARPES antinodal lineshape does not have a sharp  
quasiparticle in the normal state 

A peak is recovered below Tc (`peak-dip-hump’ structure) but  
with a small spectral weight at low doping level 



Ding et al. PRL 87, 227001 (2001) 





Existence of AN quasiparticles in the 
SC at low doping has been a 

somewhat controversial subject… 
Kohsaka et al. Nature (2008): 
Quasiparticle interference (STM) in SC state observed only along an  
`arc’ which is limited  
by the AF BZ boundary 



Vishik et al. [Nature Physics, 2009] however suggest that the broadening and  
spectral weight reduction of the AN-QP observed in ARPES is consistent  
with the observed disappearance of QP interference 



AN QPs - Tentative conclusion: 

•!QPs excitations exist all along the FS in 
the SC state 

•! At antinodes, spectral weight is strongly 
suppressed as well as lifetime at low 
doping levels 

•!Hence, the proximity of the Mott insulator 
state manifests itself also in the SC state 
by a strong nodal/antinodal dichotomy at 
low doping  

! See more in Alain Sacuto’s seminar 



Nodal QPs and low-energy 
physics of the SC state 

•! I will heavily use: 
•! L.Ioffe and A.J. Millis, J. Phys. Chem. Sol. 

63, 2259 (2002) 
•! P.A.Lee and X.G.Wen, PRL 78, 4111 (1997); 

Wen and Lee, PRL 80, 2193 (1998) 
•!N. Hussey, Adv. Hys 2002 
•!M. Le Tacon et al. Nature Physics, 2006  



Nodal QPs are characterized by: 

•! The 2 velocities vF, v" defining their Dirac-like 
dispersion. 

•! Their spectral weight in comparison to all 1-
particle excitations, ZN 

•! An ``effective charge’’ Ze or Landau 
parameter defining the coupling to an EM 
field 

•! Finally, the EM part of the effective action 
involves the superfluid stiffness 's    



WANTED ! 

Doping dependence of all these 
characteristic parameters 

[unfortunately,  
not yet fully settled experimentally] 



Dictionary… 



Low-energy theory: 



Integrate out fermions: 
[slowly varying EM field and phase]  

N(E): linear density of states, cf. above 



Specific heat 
differentiate twice  

w.r.t temperature ! 
Zero-field, low-T: 
T2 term 

High-field, low-T: 
Volovik effect ! 



Experimental  
observation 
[Wen et al. 
PRB 72 134507 
(2005)] 



Ze/v" 
appears  
to decrease  
with  
underdoping 



T-dependence of superfluid 
density/penetration depth 

Differentiate F(T,Q) twice w.r.t Q  
! 

Lee and Wen, PRL 1997 Slope: Ze
2 vF/v"  



Over wide range of intermediate doping, T-linear 
term in 's is found to be doping-independent 

Panagopoulos and Xiang, PRL 81, 2336 (1998) 



However, at very small doping, doping-dependence of 
slope is apparently recovered, Uemura `law’ modified,  

but scaling with T/Tc is preserved 

Liang et al., PRL 94, 117001 (2005) 
High-purity YBCO (UBC samples)  



Raman scattering  
in B2g (nodal) geometry:  
a similar observation  
at intermediate doping levels  
(~ constant slope) 
[Le Tacon et al. Nature Phys 2, 537 (2006)] 



The ~ constant slope at intermediate doping is a serious 
problem for U(1) RVB, Brinkman-Rice, etc… 

[Lee, Wen] 

In those theories (uniform along FS): 
 - v" increases as doping is reduced 

 - Effective charge Ze coincides with Z : proportional to doping 

Hence, the slope should strongly decrease as doping is reduced 
! Inconsistent with experiments ! 



To summarize: 
•! As doping is reduced from optimal: 
•! From Volovik effect, Ze/v" decreases 
•! From ((T) and Raman, Ze

2 vF/v" is ~ constant and 
eventually decreases at very low doping 

•! ! At least for not too low doping, it seems 
reasonable to conclude (assuming vF weakly dep. 
on doping) that both Ze and v" increase as doping 
is reduced   



Consistency with thermal conductivity ?  

•!Universal clean-limit ? 
[Graf et al, PRB 1996; Durst and Lee, PRB 2000] 

•! Sutherland et al. PRB (2003) 



Validity of clean limit questioned by Ando et al  
[Sun et al. PRL 2006]  



Two energy scales are observed in in the SC phase 
[Le Tacon et al., Nature Phys 2006: see A.Sacuto’s seminar] 

! does that mean that 2 scales enter the SC gap  
(with different doping dependence) ?  

d-wave symmetry does not imply that only the lowest harmonics  
cos kx- cos ky is involved, for example: 



Early observation in favor of 2-scale gap: 
Tunneling vs. Andreev [G.Deutscher, Nature 1999] 

Optimal doping YBCO 

Underdoped YBCO 

Also, hint from optics on PCCO: 
Lobo et al. EPL 2001 



Previous hint of 2 energy scales in SC 
state from ARPES: U-shaped gap  

Mesot et al, 1999; Borisenko et al, 2002 

Borisenko et al, 
 underdoped Bi2212 

Mesot et al. 



Two important topics that I haven’t had 
time to address in this lecture… 

•! Energetics: kinetic-energy driven transition [in 
contrast to BCS] ! 

[Lobo, Bontemps et al. EPL 55, 854 (2001) 
Molegraaf et al., Science 295, 2239 (2002)] 
•! Materials dependence of Tc: dependence on 

number of CuO2 layers, t’/t, distance of apical 
oxygens, etc…   

! Perhaps last session, Dec 14 ? 



To conclude … (but unfinished story) 

•! The UD superconducting phase is NOT 
conventional BCS 

•! Proximity to Mott insulator has 
consequences also for the SC phase at 
low doping 

•!Nodal/Antinodal dichotomy persists in UD 
SC phase ! partial suppression of 
Bogoliubov QP coherence at antinodes   


